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Abstract: 

1 

PROPERTIES OF T l 0 NUCLEI IN A RELATIVISTIC 
FIELD-THEORY OF NUCLEAR MATTER* 

J. Boguta 

Nuclear Science Division 
Lawren·ce Berkeley Laboratory· 

University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

"The bulk properties of non-zero temperatu-re (T ~ 5 MeV) spherical 

nuclei are investigated in a relativistic quantum field theory of 

Walecka. We show that the level density parameter a, related to the 

thermal excitation energy by t.E = aT2 is predicted to be a = A/10.3. 

The charge density distributions" in ca40 and Pb208 are also s'hown. 

* This work was supported by the Division of Nuclear Physics of the 
Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U. S. Department of 
Energy under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
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The knowledge of the equation of state of nuclear matter at various 

densities and temperatures is of considerable interest, in that it 
I 

enters into the calculation of a large number of physically interesting 

phenomenon. Ideally such an equation of state should be calculated 

from a theory that is known to be reliable. Unfortunately, this is 

impossible to do. The next best thing is to u~e a theory that does 

reproduce known nuclear matter properties and does not violate impor-

tant constraints such as relativity and the effects of the mesonic 

degrees of freedom at high densities. The only known way to achieve 

both goals is through a relativistic quantum field theory, in which it 

is possible, in a systematic way to compute the corrections. 1) It 

has been shown by Chin2) that such a theory, in a mean field approx-

imation, ·becomes more accurate with increasing density. What has not 

been appreciated thus far is that the model .is a good phenomenological 

tool in studying the properties of finite nuclei. 3) 

The interest in studying non-zero temperature (T ~ 5 MeV) matter 

has been stimulated by the production of highly excited nuclei. To 

describe these many body systems, a statistical approach seems a 

natural one. The very high temperature (T ~ 50 MeV) behavi~r of the 

relativistic field model has been studied for neutron matter4) and 

symmetric matter· with a tower of resonances. 5) Temperature effects 

for the size and mass of a neutron star has also been investigated.6) 

A number of conventional nuclear physics calculations on the tempera

ture properties of finite nuclei have. been done. 7) Of particular 

interest for us i,n this work w.ill be the level density parameter a. 
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If ~E is the thermal excitation energy of the nucleus, then ~E = aT2, 

where T is the temperature. Experimentally determined nuclear 

excitations can be fitted by a - A/8 where A is t~e mass number.8) 

In this_work we present solutions of the Walecka model for finite 

nucl~i at non~zero temperatures •. Presently we still deal within the 

_Thomas-Fermi approximation. As will be discussed subsequently, this 

approximation is, strictly speaking, inconsistent with the boundary 

conditions of the problem. We make rather trivial modifications to 

overcome this problem. At this stage of investigation, this will 

serve our needs to show that the Walecka model does give a good 

description of the level density parameter and a reasonable descrip

tion of densities in ca40 and Pb208 for temperatures up to 5 MeV. 

A consistent calculation, involving the solution of the relativistic 

Hartree equations will be reported lat~r. 

The main features of nuclear matter in the reJativistic .theory of 

Walecka is accounted for by the presence of a scalar a field and two 

vector fields, ~ , ~ corresponding to the omega and rho meson. 
ll ll . 

The distinguishing features of the model is that the forces generated 

by these fields are extremely large and saturation _of infinite nuclear 

matter is obtained by the balance of very strong attraction a~d re

pulsion generated by the sigma and omega meson respectively. The 

explicit interaction of the nucleons~ with.the meson fields and 

electromagnetic field A is given by the following tagrangian 
ll 
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-( a ) 1 1 2 . 1 " " £ = -ljJ y - + m $ -- F F - - m w w - - G • G 
~ aX n 4 ~v ~v 2 v ~ ~ 4 ~v ~v 

~ 

where 

a 
F ~v =ax 

~ 

a w --w 
v aX ~ 

\) . 

( 1) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

In the mean field approximation the quantum fie 1 d operators are rep 1 aced 

by their expectation values. 

R(k) ~ ( R(k)}= 6 k R(o). 
~ ~ ko ~v o 

That is cr ~ ( cr) = cr 
0

• w ~ ( w } = 6 
0

w
0

• 
) ~ ~ ~ 

As discussed previously,
3 

the coupling 

constants Cs = gs(mn/ms), Cv=~v(mn/mv) and Cr = gr(mn/mv) are 

adjusted to saturate symmetric nuclear matter at a Fermi momentum of 

kF = 1.34 fm-1 with a binding energy of -15.75 MeV/particle and a 

symmetry energy coefficient of 30 MeV. The values of the coupling 

constants are then Cs = 17.95, Cv = 15.6, Cr = 3,5. In the above 

expressions ms, mv and mn are the masses of the sigma meson, omega and 

rho meson and the nucleon respectively. The phenomenologically 

determined value of ms = 500 MeV. 

(I 

j 
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A 

The temperature dependent field equations for o, w , R , A , are 
Jl Jl Jl 

easily obtainable by minimizing the free energy, or equivalently, by 

inserting the appropriate Fermi-Dirac statistical factors into the 

nucleon source terms of the zero temperature field equations. The 

zero temperature field equations, in the Thomas-Fermi approximation are 

2 
. d A0 2 dA0 (p) 
-- +- - = ep 

dr2 r dr v 

where the neutron and 

scalar density (p~n), 

proton vector density (p~n)); p~p)) and 

p(p)) is given by the following, zero s 
temperature, expression 

2 I d-3k m* a(k - kF) Ps = 
(21T)3 p 

2 /d
3
k e(k - kF) Pv = 

(21T)3 

(3a) 

{3b) 

(3c) 

{3d) 

( 4a) 

(4b) 
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where 

·a(x) = 1 x < 0 

= 0 X > 0 

· For non-zero temperature, the theta function is replaced by the· 

Fermi-Dirac distribution factors 

'\) = lln - gvwo - g R(o) 
n r o 

"p =lJ -gw p v 0 
+ g R(o) 

r o - eA 
0 

m* = m + g a n s 

where K is the Boltzmann constant, lln' llp are the chemical 

potentials for neutrons and protons. The baryon scalar density ps 

and vector density Pv (for neutrons and protons respectively) are 

* 2 
Jd

3
k F (n(T) + n(T)) Ps = 

(2n-)3 k2 + m*2 

2 fd\(n(T)- ii(T)) Pv = 
(2n-)3 

and the energy density is 

(5) 
f') 
' ' 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

(6e) 

(7a) 

\:; 

(?b) \; 
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(8) 

3 . . J 3 +2jd k /k2 + m*2 n(v ,T) + 2 d k /k2 + m*2 n(v ,T) 
(2n) 2 p (2n) 3 · n 

The factor n(T) {the antiparticle contribution) makes practically no 

contribution for temperature less than 40 MeV •. Hence in the study of 

finite nuclei it can be disregarded. 

Strictly speaking, the source terms Ps' Pv defined by Eq •. (7a,7b) 

together with the field equations do not constitute a consistent set 

of equations. This is due to the fact that Ps and Pv will never 

vanish, even for infinite separations. In the zero temperature 

Thomas-Fermi approximation, the densities are assured to vanish if one 

is in the classically forbiden region. Non-zero temperature means 

that not only is the top of the Fermi surface smeared out, but also 

that some particles will exist in the classically forbidden region. 

Since we are interested, physically speaking, in the consequences that 

the sm~aring of the Fermi surface has on the properties of finite 

nuclei, this artificiality of the Thomas-Fermi approximation can be 

rectified by attaching an exponentially decreasing tail to the densi

ties once we enter the classically forbidden region. The type of 

extrapolation of the tail is immaterial. A true Hartree formulation 

will completely eliminate this· artifacial problem. 
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In Fig 1 we show the T = 0 and T = 5 MeV proton distribution in 

ca40 and. Pb 208 • For ca40 at zero temperature the root mean square 

radius for protons is rp = 3.34 fm and at T = 5 MeV. it becomes. rp = 

3.41 fm. For Pb208 the corresponding values are rp = 5.31 fm and 

r = 5.53 at T = 5 MeV. In both nuclei the surface becomes more p 

diffuse. There is a greater depression in the central density for 

Pb 208 than for ca40 when compared t6 the zero temperature distribu- · 

tions.· 2 The level density parameter a (defined by t.E = aT ,where AE is 

the excitation energy) was computed fo~ T = 2 MeV and T = 5 MeV for 

. ca40 and Pb208 • ForT= 5 MeV the level density parameter is a= A/10.3 

for Ca40 and Pb 208 • ForT = 2 MeV the level density parameter is 

slightly different, a= A/9.8. We are not able reliably to extract 

the temperature behavior of a. It appears that the level density 

parameter is not a sensitive function of A. 

The relativistic quantum field theory ·of nuclear matter proposed 
-

by Walecka accounts for the bulk properties not only of cold nuclei, 

but of warm nuclei as well. The model seems to be reasonable not only 
I 

in the density plane but also in temperature. How much of these 

results can be attributed to the unconventional assumptions of the 

model (mesonic degr~es of freedom, relativistic effects). is still nbt 

clear. What is clear, however, is that the model is a good phenomena.._ 

logical tool which ties together a large body of known nuclear phe-

nomenon in a model described by very few, understandable, coupling 

constants and masses. · 

h I. 

I) 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. la. Proton distribution in Ca40 for T = 0 and T = 5 MeV. 

Fig. lb. Proton distribution in Pb208 forT= 0 and T = 5 MeV. 

The figures were printed from originals provided by the author. 
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